HeartStrings Pattern: H140CP - 3263

Thinking of You Too

SAMPLE COVER PAGE

Cancer Awareness Edition

Say “I’m thinking of you”
with a hand knit hat of
lace hearts.
Thinking of You Too Hat
reflects the bonds of
friendship symbolized in
HeartString’s signature
stitch design of cascading
interlocked lace hearts.
As you knit this hat, be
mindful of how Thinking
of You Too reinforces the
message that the bonds
of loving friendship
(interlocking hearts) will
prevail in the face of the
twists and turns of life
(wavy eyelet ribbing).

Finished Size Adult medium: unstretched hat is 19½" circumference and 7¼" long from center
of crown; will comfortably fit head circumference 21" - 22"; use needles one size smaller or
larger for adjusting size, or block larger if necessary
Yarn 100 yards (92 m) sport or DK weight; shown knitted with Crystal Palace Cuddles DK 100%
microfiber acrylic in color #127 Lilac Petals
Gauge 19½ stitches and 33 rounds = 4" (10 cm) over lace stitch patterns
Knitting Needles
For crown and main body of hat: Size US 6 (4 mm) or size needed for gauge, set of 4 double
point needles and a 16" length circular needle
For center start: Size US 3 (3.25 mm) or US 4 (3.5 mm); set of 4 non-slippery double point
needles
For brim ribbing: Size US 3 (3.25 mm); 16" length circular needle, or 3 sizes smaller than needle
used for crown and main body of hat
Skill Level Intermediate
Stitch Instructions Charted and written

Construction Center-out starting at crown; worked circularly; no seams to sew
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